
KNITTING PATTERN

Sherwood
Unisex sweater

Design: Sarah März - Glücksliesel | Hobbii Design
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MATERIALS
MC: 5 (6) 7 (8) 9 skeins of Woolpower in
color Light grey (02)
CC1: 1 skein of Woolpower in color Slate
(26)
CC2: 1 skein of Woolpower Print in color
Yellow / Olive / Petrol / Emerald Green
(116)

Circular needle 4.0 mm
Circular needle 4.5 mm

Optional: 4.0 + 4.5 mm DPN´s
Stitch markers
Tapestry needle

YARN QUALITY
Woolpower, Happy Sheep

100 % Wool
100 g (3.5 oz) = 160 m (174 yds)

Woolpower print, Happy Sheep
100 % Wool
100 g (3.5 oz) = 160 m (174 yds)

GAUGE
10 cm x 10 cm (4” x 4”) = 16 sts x 23 rows

SIZE
XS (S) M (L) XL

MEASUREMENTS
Bust circumference: 79 (90) 101 (112) 124 cm
To be worn with 0-10 cm positive ease

PATTERN INFORMATION
The Sherwood Sweater is ready for
adventure - are you ready too? This
turtleneck sweater is light, airy and yet warm.
Perfect for hiking or other adventurous
activities. Not to mention all those cosy
moments around the campfire or simply on
the couch.

HASHTAGS FOR SOCIAL MEDIA
#hobbiisherwood
#hobbiidesign

BUY THE YARN HERE
https://shop.hobbii.com/sherwood-unisex-sweater

QUESTIONS
If you have any questions regarding this pattern, please feel free to email us at
support@hobbii.com
Please make sure to include the pattern's name and number.

Happy Crafting!
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Pattern

ABBREVIATIONS
MC = main color
CC = contrast color
K = knit
P = Purl
Sm = slip marker
m = marker
Rli = right lifted increase
Lli = left lifted increase
pRli = right lifted increase (purled)
pLli = left lifted increase (purled)
DS = double stitch (German short row)
BOR = beginning of round
Ssk = slip, slip, knit
K2tog = knit 2 sts together
SR = short row

INFO AND TIPS
Regarding the stripe section:
You will only knit the garter stitch rows. The dashed lines are optional and will be embroidered
afterwards, using the backstitch method. Place removable markers or small pieces of scrap yarn
to indicate the position for the dashed line embroidery.

How to work the purl increases:
pRli = lift up the right leg of the stitch below and purl through the back loop
pLli = lift up the left leg of the stitch below and purl through the front loop

NECK
Co 74 (74) 76 (76) 80 sts using your 4 mm needles and your preferred STRETCHY technique.
Join to knit in the round and place a BOR marker.
Work in 1x1 rib pattern (k1, p1) for 10 or 20 cm (unfolded / folded turtleneck)
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RAGLAN
Switch to your 4.5 mm needles.

Knit one round while at the same time place the raglan markers as follows:
Size XS + S: K10, place marker, k27, place marker, k10, place marker, k27
Size M + L: K8, place marker, k30, place marker, k8, place marker, k30
Size XL: K8, place marker, k32, place marker, k8, place marker, k32
(= BORm is placed between the right sleeve and back.)

Knit one more round. Slip the markers as you go.

Here is where your increases and your short row shaping starts.
Therefore do the following (same for all sizes):

1. Start your RS-Row by working a Rli, then knit the sleeve sts along to the next marker
and work a Lli BEFORE the marker. SM, Rli, k2.
Turn your work and make a DS.

2. Purl back to BOR WITHOUT increasing.

3. Now you are ready to purl to the left SR marker while making the increases.
Slip the BOR marker, pRli, p to the next marker, make pLli BEFORE slipping the
marker. SM, pRli, purl over the sleeve sts to the next marker, pLli BEFORE slipping the
marker, sm, pRli, p2. Turn your work and make a DS.

4. Knit back to BOR WITHOUT increasing.

5. Slip BORm, Rli, knit the sleeve sts, Lli, sm, Rli, knit to the DS (remember that you need
to knit the DS as ONE stitch!). Continue by k3. Turn your work and make a DS.

6. Purl back to BOR without increasing.

7. Slip BORm, pRli, p to the next marker, pLli, sm, pRli, purl the sleeve sts, pLli, sm, pRli,
purl to the DS (remember that you need to purl the DS as ONE stitch!). Continue by p3.
Turn your work and make a DS.

8. Knit back to BOR without increasing.

9. Repeat step 5 - 8 one more time.

You are now all done with the short rows! :)

Go on knitting in ROUNDS. Work as follows:
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Round 1: Slip BORm, Rli, sleeve, Lli, sm, Rli, front, Lli, sm, Rli, sleeve, Lli, sm, Rli, back, Lli.
(= BORm is placed between the LLi of the back and the Rli of the sleeve.)

Round 2: knit all sts. Slip the markers as you go.

Repeat Round 1 + 2 until you have the following stitch count:

Size XS: 42 / 59
Size S: 48 / 65
Size M: 54 / 76
Size L: 58 / 80
Size XL: 64 / 88
(Per sleeve, per front/back)

End with a Round 2

SizeXS only: Continue to repeat Round 1 + 2, BUT only work increases for the sleeves!
Size XS: 44 / 59

Size S + L + XL only: Continue to repeat Round 1 + 2, BUT only work increases for the body!
Size S: 48 / 67
Size L: 58 / 84
Size XL: 64 / 92

Size M: Raglan is all done!

SEPARATING BODY AND SLEEVES
IMPORTANT: Try on your Sweater before going on with separating the body and sleeves!  Raglan fits?
Perfect! Raglan is a little too small? No worries! Work a few more rows WITHOUT increases!

You are now ready to separate body and sleeves. Work as follows:
Knit to the first marker, remove marker, put the sleeve sts on hold on scrap yarn or spare
needle, remove marker, CO 4 (5) 5 (6) 7 sts, knit to the next marker, remove the marker, put the
sleeve sts on hold, remove the marker, CO 4 (5) 5 (6) 7 sts, knit to BOR.

BODY
You should now have the following stitch count for the body: 126 (144) 162 (180) 198 sts

Knit 2 rounds, then start following the chart.
Repeat the chart to your desired length.
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Then switch back to your 4 mm needle and work in 1x1 rib (k1, p1) for approx. 7 cm.

Knit (MC)

Purl (CC1)

Knit (CC1)

Knit (CC2)

Knit with MC - embroider the
lines afterwards using back
stitches and CC1

SLEEVES
Pick up 4 (5) 5 (6) 7 sts from the bottom of the arm opening, using your 4.5 mm needles. You
should now have 48 (53) 59 (64) 71 sts on your needles.

Size L + XLonly: Knit one decrease round (see below). (= L 62 + XL 69 sts on your needle)

All sizes: Work in stockinette stitch in rounds while working the decrease round below in every
22nd (17th) 12th (11th) 8th round, for a total of 4 (5) 7 (8) 10 times.
You should end up with 40 (43) 45 (46) 49 sts.

Decrease Round: k1, k2tog, k to the last 3 sts, ssk, k1 (= 2 sts decreased)
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Continue knitting in rounds until your sleeve measures 7 cm less than your preferred final
length.

In your last round: Decrease 4 (5) 5 (4) 5 sts with k2tog, evenly spaced over the round.
You should have 36 (38) 40 (42) 44 sts on your needle.

Switch to your smaller needles and work in 1x1 rib (k1, p1) for approx. 7 cm.
BO all sts.

FINISHING
Wash and block your sweater.

Optional: Embroider the dashed lines using a tapestry needle and backstitch method.
TIP: The embroidery is always the same - 3 sts with back stitch, then skip 3 sts.

Weave in all ends and you´re done! :)

Enjoy!

Sarah März - Glücksliesel
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